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We are approaching the end of another year, feeling grateful for
having changed the life of several dogs! It’s always satisfying to
place a dog in a new home and Allie is the perfect example of
that! Just looking at this photograph says it all. This dog was at
the end of the road, so to speak. An older Dane X who needed a
home without children or other dogs. I simply don’t have folks
lining up to take a dog like this. It was a very happy day when
Jerry and Susan decided they’d give Allie the chance to prove
herself. We are mighty grateful to them and to Allie for loving
people like she does. She and their cat have developed a lovely
relationship. Allie is a happy gal!
We’re pleased to report that Jill & Marcel Valliere are
foster failures AGAIN! They now own two of our
wonderful dogs. As we have said before, fostering is a
tough job and “failing” is definitely one of the
hazards Lillie Mae and Maizy Day are delighted with
their failed home!

JoJo has arrived at her new home with Rory, KJ, Kim and
Jo. They now have the salt and pepper Danes!! The
new life doesn’t look like a rough one to me, I think JoJo
has settled in, Rory is happy to have a playmate and KJ
knows she’s in charge because she’s a Jack Russell
Terrier and they are always in charge!!

Sampson may be the luckiest of all the dogs we’ve placed in
the past couple of months. He’s 9 ½ years old and there aren’t
many people who will consider adopting a Dane this old. You
can imagine our excitement when Lauren told us she wanted
to love him for as long as he has left! He has returned that
love and is grateful for his new family.

Memphis, a 9 month old Dane/Saint X went to live with
Abbie. He is best described as a big goofball! Our thanks to
Happy Tails Doggie Daycare for helping this guy work off all
that puppy energy. Eric & Krystine have a fabulous fenced
yard and lots of walking trails for this energetic puppy.
We’ve been busy, it’s my excuse for not doing a November
newsletter!
Our web site theme is, of course, holiday photos. We’d love to add your pictures to the slide show. You can
send them to jowilliams15@aol.com . January will feature snow photos so get the camera out and we’ll
make a Winter Fun slide show. Any suggestions for future themes? Photos are so much fun and Jo does an
excellent job on presentation. We also welcome stories for the site and we have a space for memorials, as
well. Feel free to add to our collection.
AVAILABLE DOGS: Moose is ready for a home of his own. He has a wonderful personality so maybe the
reason he’s still in rescue is that we are firm about him having formal training. We will set him up for
failure without it. It seems folks misunderstand how important the training part is. The dog is cute and
sweet and comes home with them. After a few months without training he’s a total pain in the butt and
unwanted. That is not the dog’s fault!!
Our newest addition is a sweet, young merle male with some pretty serious neurological issues. He is a
fearful pup with a loving personality but he will also fail without the patience to deal with his disability.
Our favorite vet tech at Androscoggin Animal Hospital has named him Riff.
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